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The show begins with the six 
Black Knights �ying past show 
centre in a Delta formation, 
before pulling up for a loop.

High jinks
Six ace pilots of the RSAF Black 
Knights will wow crowds with 22 
manoeuvres at the Marina Barrage 
during the Golden Jubilee weekend. 
Here are some of the stunts.

At the top of the loop, the 
Black Knights fan downwards 
for the opening curtain. 

The planes will start a 
barrel roll to the right, 
during which they will 
transition into a swan 
formation.

Flying in two rows of three aircraft, 
the Black Knights once again pull 
up into a loop and transit at the top 
of the loop into a delta formation.

• Four Black Knights �y 
head-on to the crowd.

• They then turn towards 
each other and converge at a 
central point before splitting 
upwards and fanning out. 

• One plane �ies towards 
the crowd head-on and 
soars into the sky before 
rolling to create a spiral 
effect with its smoke trail.

• Another plane then pulls 
up and pierces the spiral 
with a smoke trail. 

Four planes �y in a 
diamond formation, pull 
up and split to create 
two hearts with their 
smoke trails. 

Four Black Knights 
�y across the crowd 
in a diamond 
formation while the 
solos spiral around 
their smoke trail. 

All six Black Knights pull up in a 
delta formation and break away 
in an evenly spaced fan-burst. 

Opening Curtain

Dedication Pass

Double Heart

Vertical Spiral

Criss-Cross

Spear > Barrel Roll > Swan

Hexa Stack > Loop > Delta

Opening: Delta Fly-By

Finale Burst

The solos �y past in a 
mirrored stack, one 
inverted on top of the 
other. 

Mirror Pass

• The two solos approach head-on 
towards the crowd in a line abreast 
formation.

• They will then perform a derry turn 
into each other to converge at a central 
point.

Needle Cross


